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’Tag Day’ Enables SJS
Reach Chest Goal
M n, See ’Hail, Spartans, Hail’
o Aid Final Quota Drive
By PAT ROAN
Washington Square has gone over the top in meeting its Community Chest quota.
Bob Madsen, student chairman of the Red Feather drive, announced that approximately $2031 has been received os a result of
campus "Tag Day." A $2000 quota had been set for the school by
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the San Jose Community Chest.

!

Previous to "Tak: Day", only
of the quota’ !lad been reS niall Turnout 1$1100
ceived, Madsen
said.

"It was. most gratifying to see
the generous way students contributed to the Communit y . Chest,
and the proud %%ay in which they
displayed their tags." Madsen addOnly 117 of 1389 seniors voted to
ed. "We could never have fulfilled
elect Belmont Reid president and Our quota without
this generous
Patricia \Vetch treasurer of the help from all the
students."
senior class.

Kerwi n

And

Ninety out of 1789
juniors voted in their run-off election to name Jeanne Hoffman Kerwin secretary of the junior class.
The Student Court announced
the following breakdown of votes:
For senior class president: Belmont Reid, 85; Richard Cirigliano,
28. A write-in candidate, Robert F.
Lee, received 3 votes.

Reports from the San Jose Community Chest show that the City
is within
of filling its quota.
The San Jose school system, which
For senior class treasurer: Pat_ Includes San Jose State college,
richt Welch 57: Fred Michels 5ij. has turned in better than 100% of
Write-in candidate Alfred Pinard its quota.
received One % ot e.
-I would like to take this oppor-
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For. junior class seeretar Joaline iloffman Kerwin. 49.. Jacqueline Thomas. 39: and write-in Robert E. I.ee, 1.

The new senior etas, officers are
Belmont Reid, president; Kathleen
Dewey, vice president; Patricia
Welch, treasurer; and Betty King,
SeCtar
re
y.
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A large crossd turned out for
the special showing of "Hail, Spartans, Hail" Wednesday night. Madsen said, and that brought in a
good percent of the needed money.

Ann Guenther,
night chairman, standing In center, discusses final plans for this
weekend’s festivities with Carl
antegijilig elaaar.pcsai,

dent, kneeling at left, and Seniors Don Cross, Betty Brisbin,
and Bill Henessey, seated at left,
and Joan O’Neil and Dorothy
aesiled at right.

Seniors May Sign-up
Today for ’Overnight’

tunny to thank t nose whose generosity made IN’ carr:pus drive such
a huge success," Maslen ,,concluded. "The many students Who Ser.
V ed as solicitors and the many
, more who donate- d to the Chest deserve a great deal of credit.**

Cal Professor
W ills Noei
bl Prze

New officers for the junior class
are Peter CirivOlcri, president:
David Prow!). ice president :
tido Goulder. t reasurer
and
Jeanne Hoffman Kerwin. ’score-

La Torre Extends
Picture i*adline;

Dr. William Francis Giaque, 54,
chemistry professor at the University of California) and Dr.
Iiideki Yukawa, professor of physics it Kyoto University, have
won 1949 Nobel pl-izes. Each is
worth $30,171.74.

tary.
Sophomore class officers are Richard Vaunt, president; William
Watts, %lee ..ausisident; ’WaiterMueller, treasure.r; and Betty Ishimats’’, secretary.

These class officers will hold
office until the middle of winter
, Lou Frangione, eciitor of the 195(1 quarter, according to Miss Betty
!La Torre, has announced the ex- Brisbin, senior representative to
I tension of time for seniors to make the Student Council.
appointments for yearbook picSeniors who would like to attend the’
tures.
Manreservations
in
the
Graduate
and Sunday at Asilomar may make
Those seniors who fail to sign up
ager’s office today, Arnold Levine, overnight publicity chairman, said
yesterday. There is room for last-minute additions because some sen- during the regular scheduled time
Local Student ’V’ officials
iors who made reservations before the deadline discovered later that may make an appointment at the I have
informed the Daily that
I they were unable to go, Levine ex- La Torre booth under the Library
I arch. No appointments will be Student *V’ organizations at
plained.
lath ersity of California and
made after today.
Inheraity of Washington sponAnne Guenther, overnight chairThe La Torre booth will remain
Today Last Chance

ops.

Art Association
Meets at LIM Allti

man, said that ’ail cars will leave
from in front of the Student Union
at 10 o’clock tomorrow morning.
The fall meeting of the Pacific Seniors are asked to bring thefr
Arts association will be held to- lunches along to eat on the way.
morrow in the Civic auditorium,
ROOM% will be assigned as noon
according to Mr. Milton Lanyon,
as the seniors arrive at Asilomar.
president.
Mr. Lanyon, assistant professor Then there will be an hour’s bongof art at San Jose State college, Mg period in the lodge, The cowill be conducting his first meet- educational football game sill being of the group. He was elected gin the day’s activities. This will
president at its spring meeting in be followed b3 volleyball,baseball ’
and indoor games, including pingStockton.
The program will’ feature study pong.
of modern school planning, Mr.
Overnighters will gather in the
Lanyon said, and will bring together art educators and stuclents lodge for singing before dinner. If
weather permits, dinner will be
from Northern California.
An exhibition of art from San served around a beach bonfire.
Jose State college will be shown at Thee will be another songfest after dinner, and a late evening
the meeting.
snack.
An illustrated lecture by Dr. J.
D. MacConnell, School of EducaSunday morning transportation
tion, Stanford university, will
will be available for those who
highlight the afternoon session.
wish to attend church services. After church there will be games and
singing. An informal talkfest, at
which seniors will discuss ideas for
future Senior Overnights, _will
San Jose State college Hillel
club will be installed as a Hillel close the weekend’s activities. .
counselorship during ceremonies at
Temple Emanu-El, University and
’Myrtle avenues, at 8 o’clock tonight, President Arnold Levine anFaculity party for the Social
nounced.
Sciencedepartment will be held
Rabbi Arthur J. Lelyveld, national director of Hillel, has come Monday night from 8-9:30 in the
from New ,York to install the Student Union, according to the
chapter. Deans Paul M. Pitman Social Science Office.
and Helen Dinunielt Win’ represent
The party is designed to acthe college. Other guests will be
Jewish leaders from San Joie and quaint new teachers with the prenearby’ communities.
sent staff.
.

N.Y. Rabbi Here
To Install Hine’

Faculty Party

open from 9:30 this morning until
2:30 this afternoon. Pictures are
scheduled to be taken from 9 a.m.
until 4 p.m. daily except Sunday.
Graduates have a choice of days
for sittings, running from the
present until the final day, Nov.
29. The Anglo Bitters studios, 80
E. Sun Fernando St., will remain
open Armistice day.
The total cost of $1.50 for the
’ four proofs is payable to the
Butera studios when the pictures are
taken. Caps and gowns will be
furnished by the studio.

Britain and the United State,
ha VP tentatively agreed to lilt
the ban on selling aviation equipment to Vugosiaia. So far this
Balkan country has not asked for
aircraft, but for. fuel, lubricants,
and spare parts.

orry

sored the appearance of Henry
Wallace on their respectiveicammown, and not Dr. Herbert J.
Phillips, as reported by this
paper Tuesday.

According to Jim Martin,
executive secretary for the local
Student ’V,’ the letter from Dr.
Phillips, ’4.qm-sting permission
to speak here on campus, has
been fornarded to his organization by the Student Council,
and will he acted upon at the
Tuesday meeting of the board of
directors of the Student ’V.’

Winston Churchill thinks that
the presentation of news by newspapers is one of the "dangers of
the modern world." He belie% es
that newspapers should take a
graver tone and select news
stories in their true proportions
to the World Issues taking place.
,

In Washington, Agriculture Department spokesmen say that
oranges will be dirt cheap before
the marketing season is over.
San Jose State will have a new
Speech building. The State Publie
Works board has okayed the use
of $725,963 for it.

Fair Today
SANTA CLARAVALLEYFair
little temperature change.

today,

Titles Tell Tall Tales
By Bob Johnston
In an effort to acquaint readers
with some of the 144 new volumes
on the library’s Oct. 19 book list,
we have prepared a short story
(’I involving a few of the titles.
The title of our earth-shaking
bit is "Big Blue Running Cape" (a
sequel to "Little Red Riding
Hood"), or "Capital Punishment."
Start here.
Big Blue Running Cape had a
problem. He took THE LONG
WALK through the woods to think
over his CRISIS IN,EDUCATION.
During his ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT, Big Blue Running
Cape had taken to chewing his
finger nails: his Mother didn’t
feed him. At this stage of his life
they, the nails, had gone the way
of all ’POLL HOUSE TRIED AND
TRUE RECIPES: gone1 that is.
FOR WANT OF A NAIL on
which to chew, Bee Bee (short for

Big Blue Running Cape) searched
the woods for soups, SALADS
AND DESSERTS, or something
out of TRADER VIC’S BOOK OF
FOOD AND DRINK. He came
upon some RED SOX, which he
donned. and THE BEAN AND
tHE COD, both of which he
promptly ate.
Bee Bee’s hunger subsided, and
his mind returned to the problem
mentioned some paragraphs back.
The crisis was that he had lost his
TEXTBOOK ON SALESMANSHIP. Horrors!!
Walking on, Bee Bee came upon
something resembling the TWILIGHT IN ITALY. But it was
only THE ALCOHOLIC WOMAN.
This respected person was singing
THE PLAGUE AND I, a currently
popular tune, and going through
the motions of one of the FOLK
DANCES OF SOUTH INDIA.
Bee Bee stood with his MUS-

CLES frozen, He was shocked.
He
lectured
the woman
on
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY IN
MODERN SOCIETY, telling her it,
was one of the CLIMATES OF
TRAGEDY (she seems to be in a’
fog).
They immediately make-up, and
it reminds one of THE WOLF
AND THE RAVEN. Everything
is wonderful, for Eva (file AI
Woman) produces the TEXTBOOK OF SALESMANXHIP.
Last seen, they were walkirit
arm in arm toward THE TRAIN
talking of LOVE AND
RIAGE. It WAS TH:IE
INGALE who reported this, hoW:
ever, and it is well known that he
has read the PSYCHOLOGY
ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR. Othe
think Bee Bee was lured lnt.
FORCED LABOR IN SOVI
RUSSIA by Eva.. Remember thi
red sox’
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’How Delighful’, Says Irate, er, Spartan

Published every school day by the Assoc.iafecl Studefrts of San Joss State College
at the Press of, Glob. Printing Co. Entered as second class matter at the San
Jose Podk Offke.

George Lajeunesse, Editor

Bob Kaye, Business Manager

Split Student Cards?
of ASB cards to non -veteran students are lower than last
according to Graduate Manager Bill Felse.
About four-fifths of all San Jose enrollees are -card carriers’’,
out of these more than 2000 are ex-G.I.’s who get them free anyway.
This means that a large minority, newcomers from high schools
and junior colleges, are not forking over the $15 ASS fee.
Sales

year,

We can’t blame some of them.
Fifteen cartwheels must look like a large bale ofbills to the lad
or lassie who tries to make ends meet on a part time job and a few
bucks a month from the family. More so, if it has to be put out in
one shot, as is required for student body membership.

Sure, the card offers a lot of things, but who’s interested in all
of them? You could get a dime from every student who goes to all
the games, all the dances, and votes at all the elections, and you still
wouldn’t have coffee money for the year.
Why not make the card available in three quarterly installments?
Or sell special memberships good only for admission to athletic
events? Or special cards that provide attendance at dances and the
right to take part in student bodi affairs?
The school is putting itself in the position of a used car dealer
Who makes the customer buy accessories worth half again the price
of the car. And, like many car buyers, the students are saying, -Okay,
keep it.
Why main the student purchase the whole package when only

special items may be of interested?

Dear Thrust and Parry;
Dr. MacQuarrie; and
Student Body:
Rah -rah for the beacon fires
burning on the hills of Sparta!
guess we really showed those nasty
old professors wno wouldn’t wear
a red feather! Boy! See if we
mighty Spartans will listen to a
heretic lecturer who doesn’t wear
the "Red-badge of Honor"!
(Censored)!!
Just think, if we play rah -rah
long enough, we will be able to
get out of classes by saying the
professor didn’t shave, or brush
his teeth, or is parting his hair
on the left side (not to mention
grease spots on vests).
This student body has pulled
some juvenile, immature acts in
the past, but this red -feather deal
certainly cops an ail -time award.
"Wear a red-feather and shake
the Dean’s hand! Contribute your
dime and win vice-presidency of
the New York Stock Exchange!"
You’ve no idea how delightful a
group of students and teachers
appear ,running around campus
wearing the symbol of "I-gave-anickle-how-about-you, you cheap
(censored)" on their bosoms.
When can serious students expect this college to crawl out of
the symbol-Worshipping, childish
hole it is in? And that question
was directed to you, T. W.!
Yours for bigger and better signal fires End Spartan Warriors
(Fooey!)
Bob Debold, ASB 4525.

Earl CRABBE.

A Spartan Speaks

STAN’S SLANTS. . . . by Sadler

Ah, College Days!!! How wonderful it must be to go to college
for an education, say the unfortunates. And yet what does college
consist of" Is it going to class
every day and taking notes then
going home to study for awhile?
Is that all college means to you?
Maybe it does to you, but not to

me..

’t

" . . . AND NOW, THE NOTED ANTHROPOLOGIST"

U. C. Students Protest
Sproul Morality Edict
BERKELEY, Nov. 3 (UPI
University of California students
will have to serve soft drinks and
have chaperones at their parties
from now on.
Furthermore. "Mixed gatherings
of men and women shall be restricted to public rooms on main
Floors."
That, in substance, was the effect of a new set of, "house rules"
drafted by University reuthorities
for all fraternities, sororities and
"living groups" on the university’s
eight campuses.
A letter from President Robert
Gordon Sproul warned that the
school’s 43,000 students must observe the commonly accepted standards of "morality, behavior and
good taste."
Fraternity men paraded in black
arm bands and flew flags at half
mast for a few brief hours yesterday. One sign read, "First loyalty
oath s;
now temperance; sex
next."
However, the storm of protest
subsided rapidly pc-limps due to
warning telephone calls from I fur
ford E. Stone, dean of students.
The rule that drew the .ittideats’ ire read::
"No intoxicating beverages shall
be served by such groups at my
function, regardless of where it is
held.."

-

To me college means the opportunity to become acquainted with
some of the situations that I will
have to face later in life. I am
making this sound very important,
but to many of you the matter to
which I am about to turn is so
trivial you will read this with utter disgust.
I am speaking of the enthusiasm on the part of the student
body (In particular of the sophomores) during the recent elections.
You may not be aoare of the fact
that it is the duty of every person
in college just the same as a voter
In a town or city to know what is
going on and to take an active
part. College life k not going to
lectures and then losing yourself
in books to forget everything else.
It is belonging to everything (if

Jam Session will be held at Girald’s Cassanova club on the Almaden road Sunday, Nov. 6, from 2-4
p.m.
Bill Smith, bass fidler from
San Francisco, will be present as
well as some musicians from San
Diego. Men from San Jose State
college will provide some of the
local talent. A variety of types of
music will be playtd including Be
Bop, Two Beat, Dixieland, Boogie, and Blues.
Any union musicians who would
like to sit in are welcome to do so.
BIGGEST CUP OF COFFEE
IN TOWN

ur Specialty
FOOD THAT
SATISFIES
SHORT ORDERS
SEA FOOD
STEAKS

10% OFF
for State Students

in the Heart of

Dinners
650 up

Campus Activity
Fountain Service
Sationery

Includes Soup, Salad,
Hot Garlic Bread

Toiletris

MICHAEL’S

Armstrong’s
10th & William

CY 2-5502

FINE FOODS
3rd and Rosa Streets

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students

3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy

NORD’S Se NORD’S
los EAST SAN KINARD

_Dear Thrust and Parry:
There’s probably an answer for
this somewhere. Every unit of near
bureaucratic dimensions has a catalogued answer for every contingency.
Out of respect to Sparta, the
Hon. Wilbur Hubbard, our (plui)
football team, t al, I had a hole
punched in my ASB card. In return I was given a ticket- stamp-

Is

Drug Supplies
Magazines

CORONA
G.

ed "student"- to Friday night’s
hassel with COP.
A small group of us braved the
traffic and dust to get out to the
stadium a full 45, minutes liefore
The others in the
game time.
crowd, who had purchased their
tickets sans student body cards,
were shown to their seats immediately. My Little Dandy SIR: got
me SRO.
Fortunately (I realize) it was
the government who paid the 15
stones for my card. However, the
fact -that I am a student body card
holder and I do feel that as a card
holder I have been victimized. It
just leads me to wonder if there
are any other minor frauds connected with this rather dingey
carte blanc.
What say you?
John Cartwright, Jr.
ASB 5789.

Hear, Hear!
Dear Thrust and Parry and
The Write Rev. Gc..o. LaJeunesse
Orchids, roses and assorted bouquets to the mighty arm of the
law on the school traffic beat. This
noble and faithful gendarme en
motorcycle tagged enough of the
cock-eyed porkers ’bout campus
to arouse in them, perhaps, a little consideration :Jr their pocket
books, if not for others.
To mention that such action was
overdue is needlessit was selfevident. Let us hope, however, that
now that it has been inaugurated
it is continued. This idea of consideration for only thyself, thy
Plymouth, and to hell with thy
neighbor should be shown not to
be profitable for either thyself
or thy pocketbook.
Medals, wreaths, and cheers for
the San Jose constabulary as of
this day, Thursday, Oct. 3, Year
of our Lord 1949 A.D.
Lyn Nofwright and
John Cartziger
ASB’s 4767 and 5789.

Do You, Now?

Armstrong’s

Presumably the ban applied to
liquor being served at student
dances at hotels, country clubs and
private homes.
Chaperones must be present at
all gatherings attended by mixed
groups. They must be approved in
advance by university authorities.

Jam Session Sunday
At Cassanova Club

possible) that goes on around you.
And what, may I ask, is more important than the officers you put
In office?
What you do in college and how
you form your opinions about such
matters as voting will show up in
your life as a citizen in a community. Can you imagine Sparta as a
typical community with two thousand sophomores representing the
voters of that community? Then
imagine six turning out to nominate ,candidates for office. If you
will stretch your imagination further, think of only approximately
100 of that 2000 coming to vote.
The other 1900 will sit around and
complain about how ill -managed
the government or student council
is run, but do you ever see them
in there helping their officers or
nominating those they think could
do a better job? You certainly do
not! Have any of you ever gone
to soph council meeting? There is
a tremendous crowd of some thirty odd persons there out of a class
of approximately two thousand.
Now sit back with a clear conscience and say how lousy things
are run.
The reason I am picking on the
sophomores is that I happen to be
one. The same probably holds true
for the other classes, but who am
I to criticize them? When you are
In college you should realize the
Importance of councils and even
of the various organizations. Remember that a college depends on
you and it is what you put,into
It; you are not made a model person just by saying you went to
college but never had time to enter into silly forms of government. Try thinking of benefittIng
the college in some way instead
of looking for some way for the
college to benefit you.
Hoping to see all you fellow
Spartans become interested tn this
truly great school, I remain
A LOYAL SPARTAN,
Beth Calvi,i, ASB 613.

Payment Plan

UNDERWOOD
ROYAL
REMINGTON
Eł. Iwo
A. BLANCHARD
24 So. 2nd SE, CYpress 3-6383

Hy there, Chums:
O000ps. I almost missed this edition of
your daily edition. But luckily the
presses were held and I slipped my
ccpy in just in time. But my reason is
strictly legit . . . I was pay:ng attention tg all the new fashion notes in San
Francisco. Well, skirts are going up
agigin. All the top-notch designers and
a fee. of the little ones_ have finally .
committed themselves to the thirteen inch hemline. And you should see the
new . . . new . . . new ankle length.
Ohh, they are super mali-gorgeous
(translated) terrific, lovely, heavenly,
exquisite. and wait until your best beau
caches a glimpse of you floating down
a picturesque stairway in these dreamy
creations. The majority of these new
gowns are composed of a soft, frothy
looking material that looks wispy and
very much like the spun sugar candy
you buy at the circus. The bodices are
strapless and come ornated with jewellike motifs, and some are drastically
bare with matching stoles or bare to
wear with jewelry, which incidentally, is
stTictly super this season. After the
Mowing of fashions a few of us retired
to the Fairmont Hotel where Mr. Rhythm
hirriself, none other than Frankie Leine,
current sensation who recorded "That
Lucky Ole Sun’’ and "Mule Train" is now
thg main attraction in the. swank Venation Room. He certainly can captivate
an audience, and by ther way, if you
haven’t heard _those aforementioned recordings, you just gotta get them. No
fooling, they’re sure groovy. Well, I’ll
be back next week to tell you more
about the new, fashions and also about
fashion show that is in the offing,
something new, never before done in
San Jose.
Bye now.
_Your Sugar Pie.

Prof and Scribe Debate,
’What Sex is Yearbook’
by Bob Johnston
An anonymous faculty member
poked his noggin through the
journalism office door recently,
and sang this refrain:
"Haven’t you people been fostering error all these years, calling the yearbook "La Torre?"
My understanding of Spanish,
After studying it six ’years, ,is
that words ending in 7e" are
masculine. Therefore, shouldn’t it
"’be "El Torre?" And he disappeared; feet first, or otherwise, is immaterial, Errorbah!
An official source reveals the
Journalism department’s understanding is that "Torre" (Not to
be confused with "torro", meaning bullobviously masculine) is
a feminine work, and that there
are exceptions to support the use
of "La Torre," anyway.
Official examples, released’
through channels, are: "El locomotorista" for railroad engineer
"a" is a feminine ending.
"El
dentista" for dentist, masculine.1

Holland Student Surprised but Will Stay
by Fred Baumberger

"La madre" for mother, feminine,
naturally, but endfng in "e". "k1
padre," on the other hand, ’for
father, still an "e" ending.
Mr. L. C. Newby, language department head, and a former
contributor to ’these columns ’on
the subject of languages, further
supported the journalism departments view , by ’stating that 3,4

ToTre:’ Is corrryt,

"Whoever said this is wrong,"
said Mr. Newby.
"There are
many masculine words in Spanisill
ending in "a".
"A few years ago, I gave a
lecture on the pronunciation of
"La Torre" to in-coming freshmen. It seems it did not stick.’1
1-La Torre staffers also have
been charged with fostering the
mispronunciation of "torn," That
is, using the hard "r" instead of
rolling it as any self-respecting
Spaniard would. The "e" on the
end should be heard. Like so
"La Tor.r.r.ay."
Thank you, amigos.

Williams Publishes New Poem
by Donnie Nunes
The "Pacific Spectator" will
contain Otho Clinton Williams’
recent poem, "Serious Business of
Semper Took", it has been annunced. Mr. Williams is on the
faculty of the college English department.
A graduate of UCLA, Mr.
received his MA at USC.’
In 1940 he did graduate work at
the University of California. He
expects to finish work for his
Doctor’s degree by February.
When he. was in the Navy at
Purdue university, he found .that
he had lots oftime to read. It
was then he started to write
poetry for his own enjoyment.
"This Little Room" will soon,
appear in the Quarterly Review;
of Literature, and "The Optick
Glass," which is a somewhat
longer poem, will make its debut about Christmas time.
His poetry ..hiss been published
in "Poetry," "interim," "Poetry
Chap-Book," and other publications.
"There was a time in my life
when I wanted to be a reporter."’
he-said-svhen-askrd about his start
"I
In the teaching profession.
soon found, however, that my
sensitivity to human problems
Was too profound to let me intrude upon the privacy of people."
Before coming to San Jose State
college in 1946, he taught at University Of California, Placer High
school and junior college, and
Reed college.
._he
This spring,
Will instruct a course in verse
writing. This quarter he is teaching Introduction to Poetry.

Wil-

liams

AUTOMATIC
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
San Jos*
7th & Virginia
Phone CYpress 2-5437
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
SAT.. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
SUN : 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
SOFT WATER SOAP FREE
DRYER SERVICE

"Most at Holland’s old customs
and traditions have worn off as a
result of the war," according to
Hans Meulenkamp of Rotterdam,
Holland, who now attends San
Jose State on a student vise.
"Nobody wears wooden shoes
anymore, except farmers in the
fields," he continued.
Rotterdam, where Hans lived
until- early. 1948, is a modern city
almost ’completely rebuilt since
World War II bombings. The
canals are gone, but it does have
one of Europe’s largest harbors.
In Amsterdam, where bombing
was light, much of the old atmosphere has been retained, and the
canals are still running. The surface of the land throughout most
of Holland Is tow and wet. Farms
and pastures are divided by canals averaging ten feet in width,
not by fences as in this country.
Meulenkamp was surprised to
discover such a strong spirit of
patriotism in the United States in
view of the many different races
and religions present. He also
observes that social life and recreation facilities here are far better organized than in Europe.
Muelenkarnp came to the U.S. on
a visitors permit at the age of
eighteen, but later had his credentials changed to a student
vise. Now he hopes to become a
citizen as soon as possible.
The names Holland and The
Netherlands are ordinarily used
interchangeably, although they
have a more specific meaning
geographically. The Netherlands
consist of 11 provinces, two of

,i

1

which a41rre known as North and lag of an upper and lower chum South
Holland
The lower
The
Holland ber, rule Holland.
provinces include Amsterdam and house, consisting of 150 members,
the Hague, and are the center ofils elected by the people. The uphouse, consisting of 50 mem’rep
bers is elected by the lower house.
Meulenkamp indicated that Holland is more "socialistic" than
the United States:

Miss Richardson. Elected
NeW’Pelistim-Irrost’dent
Miss Charlotte Richardson was
elected president of Pegasus, literary honor society, at a recent
meeting. Lynn Seeme was elected
secretary.
Interested students may apply
for membership to the group by
submitting manuscripts to the
club’s officers or to its advisers
Dr. Esther Sherman" and Dr.
James Wood of the English department. A future meeting will
consider applicants to fill vacartdes in the club membership
which were brought on by graduation.
4t.
HANS MEI’LENKAMP
commercial
;cad
governmental
activities.
Duren Juliana, ot the House of
Orange, and It iesistat ore, consist-

FLY
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COAST TO COAST AIR SERVICE
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. ,ions
by Phone On
Tickets Delivered
CYpress 4-1703

Archie’s
for

Steaks
545 SOUTH SECOND ST.

quilted party
separates
. the aite,-schoot-hour topie
at every cozy fireside setting or
Flame red or

winter ski lodge.
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Jeanne

green

quilted

taffeta.

Durr,=11

Plenty of Free Parking

weskit, ;5.98

ART FLORISTS

skirt,

$16.98

HELEN ard BEULAH-

GOETHE’S ’FAUST’
STARTS NOV. 10
Hart’s
Sportswear
Second Floor

ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
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Every day is a
flower day for some one.
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From Boudoir to Hell
With Little -Theater Aid
By Jim (*aputa

Jud;.7ing
f Tom
appearances,
blond, medium -build Jim Jensen
could hardly he visualized as a
shrewd, Ci,:culat jog fiend. However, in Geethe’s "Faust" he
just that. -Heplays the role of
Mephistopheles in the initial production of the Speech and Drama
department’s 1949-50 drama season.
Ilir_lden behind arched eyebrows,
make-up and severe facial lines
applied by the make-up department, are the smooth features of
this 22 year old college actor.
Has Played Many Roles
A senior drama major, Jim is
well known to Little Theater goers.- His .zoost noteworthy role of
last year was that of Valentine
in I "Love For Love." From the
botidulre7gentleman in Congreve’s
JimOroinicraisic he turned to the
’role of a stuwe, art forger in "The
La* Christopher Bean.’

Jim Jensen

FO.Tmit.....

Nature School Thursday Eve Concert Rates
Plans Death
Given by SF Symphony Forum
Jose
Valley Trip
Tentative plans for the. 1950
West Coast Nature school program were distussed yesterday at
a staff meeting in room S100. Dr.
; Victor P. Peterson, head of the
school, presided ht the conference.
Between the winter and spring
quarters, a -trip to Death Valley
has been contemplated while a
three-week summer session has
been approved.
Dr. Gertrude Cavins, registrar
and secretary, said that the school
hopes to have a week at Yosemite,
the second week at Mammoth
lake, east of the sierras, and the
final week at the Pacific coast,
possibly Asilomar.
Present at the meeting were Dr.
Peterson, Dr. Cavins, Dr. Robert
D. Rhodes, Dr. A. G. McCallum,
Dr. Wayne E. Kartchner, Dr. Matthew F. Vessel and Mr Rocci G.
Pisano. The school has operated
continuously, except for the’ war
years, since .1932.

iiitritir the summer session he
key roles in three of the five
tlays: Tom in "Spring Again,"
, arenkattict in "Candida" and
ony in "Royal Family."

’Y’ Adopts Japanese Family;
To Aid German Students

the
retrospect,
0Innthre
feeeheat, rsajimlsfihnad: broughtpst
him a more complete realization
f the demon character he must
-t
play.

The Student Y’s World Relatedness Commission, at a recent dinner meeting, voted to adopt the
family of a Japanese minister to
which they will send aid during
the school year,
The minister’s wife and three
children are especially needy, according to Jean Justice, World ReA large gathering of stncienti
latedness Commission chairman. interested in student Y activities
The youngest child has diphtheria. met at St. Paul’s Methodist church
The commission will sponisor a Tuesday night to hear the Y profund raising campaign to assist the gram for the coming year outlined
family, and is planning to send. a by President Marie Herald and
CARE package to them for commission chairmen.
Christmas.
Dean Paul Pitman addressed the
Two students in German col- group on "What the Y Can Do for
leges also have been adopted by You."
the commission and will be sent
Jean Justice, World Relatedness
books, clothing, and shoes.
commission chairman; Jeannine
"We felt that both Europe and
Churchill, campus and personal afAsia should be represented as we
fairs commission chairman; and
worked to relate students to world
affairs." Miss Justice said.
Eldridge outlined the work of their
Students who are interested in respective commissions.
helping on the World Relatedness
Recreation and refreshments
Commission are asked to get in
touch with Miss Justice in the followed a short period of worship
Student Y louneC, 220 So. Seventh led by Fred Jobs.
street.

taad

F

."Mephistopheles represents the
evil in man," explains Jim. "And
In his own devilish way, has the
most pleasant task of corrupting
::Faust, supposedly an uncorrupt.able man:"
"Maintaining a characterization
as the most evil, contemptible
disciple of Satan throughout the
i
play," continues Jim, "is the most
emanding part of the role."

Student 41(’ Hears
Activity Program
For Coming Year

Has Pleasing Personality
11. far cry from the basic emotion of evil which dominates the
play, Jim presents a most earthy
and pleasing personality to those
he meets.
Jim spends his spare time
oxinging on the campus lawn,
reminiscing about his summer
days splashing in the cool water
at Carmel-by-the-Sea, his home.
’’With such warm, sunny weather, it’s sometimes hard to fall
into a role of such wicknesses as
Mephistopheles," confesses Jim,
"but maybe by opening night my
faithful followers will brew a
Wicked potion and have rolls of
Final plans are complete for the
thunder and violent bolts of light- Alpha Gamma annual Barn Dance
ning t-Ting up the curtain."
to be held tonight at Hillsdale
Lodge, according to Bill Chan, publicity chairman of the group.
Tickets are on sale for the affair
in the Library arch at Sl per couple. Music of the four-piece dance
Campus A f fairs Committee:
band will start at 9 p.m. and conMeet:ng today in Y lounge, 220 S.
tinue until 1 a.m.
Seven’ h street, 4:30 p.m.

The San
State chapter of ; pointed canis representative by
the San Francisco Symphony for- Don Schaeffer, student body president.
um is offering student rates for.
Student season tickets are avail,
special Thursday night student able for $22.80 torehestrat and
concerts of the San Francisco F,15.60 balcony circlet. First in
Symphopy orchestra, EICCO1 ding to ! the series of concerts will be on
Margaret Lloyd, campus repre- , Nov. 10. Student season tickets
!are obtainable through Miss Lloyd
sentative for the forum.
CV 44622’ (-‘1 Doris Mill haler

Students save up to 850 by pur- itCY 3,99661.
chasing season tickets through the
forum. Student forum ’representatives are on all of !the major campuses near San Francisco. San
Jose State joined the forum this
year when Miss Lloyd was apApproximately 500 men and
women attended the annual meeting of the Pacific division of the
American Radio Relay league in.
Reno last week. Present from San
Requirements for the national Jose State college were Richard
biological science honorary’ frater- Pea, Ray Gaschk, Joe Oliver and
nity, Beta Beta Beta, have been Mr. Harry Engwicht, assistant
outlined by Vic Stombler, publicity professor of radio.

Prof, Students
Attend Annual’
I Radio Convention

Biologicl Frat
To Hold Meeting

representative. A get -acquainted
meeting for interested students
will be held Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Basic requirements for membership in ’Fri-Beta include an interest in biological science, 15 units
In biological science courses with
a 2.0 grade poinkaverageoand an
all.college average of 1.5 or better.
Dr. James P. Heath is the organization adviser.
Mary Jane Hill will present a
motion picture on genetics at the
meeting.

Included in the convention, the
first slay the end of the war,
were exhibits of radio equipment
by manufacturers, open forums, for
amateur radio problems and technical talk" by University of ’Nevada professors._ A large banquet
at the Mapes hotel climaxed the
two-day meeting.
Mr. Engwicht won the banquet
door prize, a 3300 communication
receiver, at the close of the convention.

for men on/fate

T e Examken
1111111111111111111111111111101.111111MMINSAMMINI

Barn Dance Tonite

I"

Nvoarton
evv.ot.

nouncements

HIllel: Meeting tonight in Temple Emanu-el, University and Myrtle streets, 8 p.m. Installation
night.
Students: These who purchased
Frosh or Statecamp pictures pick
up in Graduate Manager’s office
by today.
Seniors: Pay remainder of overnight fee in Graduate Manager’s
office today.
Fro..h Group Four:
room S-112, 8:30 p.m.

Meets

in

ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

7,7

All you odd ’wish for

DOWNSTAIRS

Banquet Rooms
We Specialize in
Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties

Christian Science Organization:
Reception for students and faculty
in Student Union, 8 p.m.

RAVIOLI ahd SPAGHETTI
DINNERS

Lutheran Student Association:
Meets Monday at Grace Lutheran
church, Second and Julian streets,
7:30 p.m.

Hot Food To Take Out
CYpress 4-5045

175 San Augustine

ANYTIME . . .
A GOOD PLACE TO GO!

No possession gives the
hostess quite as much of a
thrill as her own solid
silver! Left to right, above:
Francis First, Pointed
Antiqoe, Marlborough,
French Renaissance,
Georgian Rose. And, pictured at right, is the matching
Pointed Antique sterling
silver tea set.

C. LEAN JOBLEIS

cfrean

and

my.

Your symbol of confidence through 45 years
FIRST at SAN FERNANDO
Rix-pieeejilsee settings, tax included: Francis First, $2$.7S; Pointed Antique.
$23.75; Marlborough, $23; French Renaissance, $27; Georgian Rose, $23.50.

, "Known for Good Food"
17 E. Santa Clara Street

.41-04111.16.

DU s Give 4KanakaKapers’
At Shadowbrook Tonight
By DAVE HEAGERTY
Shadowbrook lodge wiil provide the setting fpr Delta Upsilon
fraternity’s "Kanaka Kapers" tonight ds the DUs strive to capture the
spirit of the Paradise of the Pacific.
Hal Christiansen and Chollie Cavanagh, co-chairmen of the Hawaiian frolic, have obtained an exclusive on picturesque Shadowbrook
and hae procured a conilm, the
to
furnish
island
Toss nsintn,
Du members, opledges,.
music.
HillM111, guests, and their dates,
will be present. The pair in,
charge anticipate over 70 couples
to participate In the festivities.
Shadowbrook is nestled- in the
heart of a vale contiguous to Soquel brook and can be reached
only by water taxi or by a long,
crooked descending stairway. An
intimato atmosphere created by
candlelight, fireside, floral decor,
and en interior well prevails
throughout the rustic low-ceilinged structure.
Townsmen To Play
Specializing in novelty, Latin,
and comedy renditions, the Towns-

ad
no
Ill.
an
rd
rid
nt
he
sr,
nt
or
ihleset
he

Attention, Students
YOUR A.S.B. CARD Goop
FOR A REDUCED RATE
Student Rata .30
Fed. Tax. .10
Total .40

1’

ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW

Sxtratasia Theater

LONGBAkil
DANCING
Every Friday
and Saturday
10 ’t11 2
&

No Cover Charge
El Camino
Palo Alto

men find the Ilawaiian theme
to their liking. Two Spartan students, Fred Baumberger, guitarist, and Bob Rankin, pianist and
featured vocalist,, make up the
musical duo. They have been engaged at Shadowbrook since June.
During the summer, they played
at the lodge six nights weekly
and now appear on weekends.
Cavanagh, who calls Hawaii
home and who supplied details
to achieve the effect for the affair, spoke for the fraternity in
describing the event which is to
begin at 9:30 p.m.
"Pehea oe: (hello there) There
111 plenty of welakahao (whoopee)
In store for the Kanes (fellows)
and wahines (girls) attending the
Delta Upsilon "Kanaka Kapers"
this evening and that isn’t hoomailmaci (hot air)."
"We know that we can count
On the wahines’ kokua (help) in
adhering to the theme by wearing muumuus, holokus (both are
a form of Hawaiian mother hubbard), or sarongs. The Kanes can
do the same by wearing aloha
shirts. Our mahalo ’(thanks) in
advance. Aloha nui loa! (till tonight)"
To PatiettleAkyll,7.n:
He pointed out- that orchid, carnation. and gardenia corsages and
leis will be given to those attending the function upon arrival.
Sole regret exp.reRtted by the
chairmen is that the lodge is limited in the number of persons that
it can accommodate.
Don Brainard heads the invitations committee. Don Douglas
is
executing
fraternity attire
plans.
Adoption of a Hawaiian theme
for, its annual, fall frolic marks
a demarkation in the San Jose
chapter’s social tradition. Formerly a barn dance was given
each autumn. With the exception
of war years, this will be the
first time in 15 years the fraternity has not held its barn
dance.
A party 6f 40 brothers and
their dates will open the lodge’s
doors at 7 p.m. and will dine before adjourning to the Rock room
for an evening of dancing and
entertainment.

EXCITEMENT
at the home of

Spartan Bow’ers
Bowling Ball Bags and Shoes

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH’
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara CV 3-9727

to Conduct
Initiation Rites

"UNCONQUERED"

APO to DiscussService Projects

Service. projects, a regional
convention, chapter elections, and
a campus service council will be
discussed by the Alpha Phi Omega
fraternity assemblege in the Student Union at 3:30 this afternoon.
Rushmaster Bill Martin took
charge of an A phi 0 smoker with
37 guests present at Alum Rock
lodge recently.
Highlights of the ’program were
brief talks covering chapter history by Norman Swensen, national history by Russ Mitchell, leadership by Dave Down, finance by
Dick Luczak, service by Ed Burnham, and administration attitude
toward the fraternity by Dr. H.
Murray Clark. Refreshments were
served, and group singing followed.

SGO-Delta Gamma Stage
Exchange Monday Aright
Members and guests of Delta
Gamma sorority and Sigma Gamma Omega fraternity held an exchange Monday, Oct. 31, accord ling to Carl Fernandes, publicity.
Both groups were conducted
through the new SGO house at
Eight and Reed streets.
IChairmen for the affair were
Sally Lovell. Delta Gamma, and
Bill Hatch, Sigma Gamma Omega.
Refreshments were served, and
dancing highlighted the evening.

Bowl for . . .

Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.
F,-od "Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.
We hature a full line of

vince director and Miss Patricia
Bacon, alumnae adviser to the
local group from MU chapter at
the University of California,
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Perrucci,
Other officers whowill officiate
the former Miss Priscilla Arroat the initiation, in addition to
wood, will be feted by relatives
Adele Thompson, chapter pres- Miss Thompson are Dana Kauland friends at a reception in ident, will conduct initiation rites
back, Carolyn Jorgenson, Dorothy
O’Brien’s restaurant Monday eve- for Delta V.ta today, at the chapLittig, Helen Ohm, Jacqueline
ning.
ter house, 64 S. 10 street.
Thomas, and Barbara Hugo.
The newlyweds were married
Climax of the initiation, to beIn St Thomas cathedral, Reno, gin at 6 p.m., will be a midnight
Nev., recently.
.banquet under the direction of
The bride chose a brown check- Peg Brady.
ered suit with matching accesNew Initiates to the local Gamsories and a feathered chapeau. ma Lambda chapter of Delta
She carried lavender orchids for Zeta are Betty Sample, CleEltim,
the rites.
Washington; Joan Ciervy, San
She Is the daughter of Mr. and Francisco; Grace Brown, MoMrs. VIrginlus W. Alexander sof desto; Marjorie lieppner, MerFRIDAY and SATURDAY
this city and attended San Jose ced; The* Pelligrini, Sacramento;
State college. She is affiliated Helen Calderwood, Santa Cruz;
with Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, Gloria Cathey, San Francisca;
Sigma society, and La Fidele.
Gary,Cooper. Paulette Godard
Patricia Kiddie, Monterey; Louise
Perrucci is the son of Mr. and Lapp, Redding.
IN lECHNICOLOIt
Mrs.. Michael PereuCci of San
Invitations have been extended
Also
.
Jose. He is attending the Uni- to Mrs. Augusta Kelloway, proversity:pf Santa Clara where he is
a member of Gamma Eta Kappa
William Elliot
fraternity.
IN TRUECOLOR

Relatives, Friends
DZ
To Fete Newlyweds,

We can’t give you a dance
BUT we
can give
band
you a delicious steak.
We like to go out for dinner because We can usually get a better
steak.
But many people now know that by
buying their steaks well /aged and
tender through Western Cold Storage Co., that the night-club steaks
come into their home.

OPEN

"HOUSE OF STRANGERS"
Ed. G. Robinson, Susan Hayward
Alio

"IMPACT"
Bran Donlevy, Ella Rant,n’

GOLFERS!

OPEN NOW!

SJS Students can get a complete
now set of golf clubs for only $5.63
per month. No money down! Take
10 to 12 months to pay.
t Spalding Bag
2 Tommy Armour Woods
6 Byron Nelsc Irons
I Putter
MANNY GOULART, Pro.
Jerry Simunovich, Campus Rep.

for your pleasure by
Ex-Spartan

Hillview Golf Course
TULLY ROAD

CY 5.8550

SAN JOSE DRIVE-IN
Theatre
FRI. SAT
Alan Ladd, Dorothy Lamour

"Wild Harvest"
w,Hrr

CHERCHEZ LA
FEMME
Citte5. yvvithe

Plus
dix Max Baer

TWO MUGS
FROM BROOKLYN
SUN. MON.
Burt Lancaster, Peter Lorre

FOR

And
Hrd L

Engage-

"BUCKSKIN FRONTIER"
- ,Gish Read

FRENCH DINNERS
COCKTAILS
BANQUET ROOM

ments
PHI LAMBDA EPSILON’S

8th Annual
/ // frnies7
1 k
/// ALL g!:1Ik

ORCI-11S1*1-14
FEATURING

Rumbas -Sambas -Mambo
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM FURNISHED
DROP US A CARD

LI

SUN-MON.--

5 Miles South of Palo Alto

CYpress 2-8992
40 No. Fourth
one block north of the campus

Tekei-gon

Sigma Pi fraternity held an informal dance as a final rush party Saturday night at Mountain
View ,Ranch, according to John
Friday, publicity.
Recreational games and dancing to the music of Mac Martin’s
combo were the main events of
the evening. Hallowe’en and fraternal decorations were in keeping with the theme of the affair.

"Rope Of Sand"

WESTERN COLD STORAGE
COMPANY

First and
Alma Sts.

"HELL FIRE"’

Fraternity Gives
Rush Party Dance

1067 Chestnut St. CV 3-5271
San Jose

RAT RACE
NOVEMBED 5

9- 1

ALPINE PARK

(Turn loft just before Club Lanai)
’Music

by

Maccaslin’s Musical Mouses
BIDS

$1.50

We

Menges, Bebernes, Duel
Seen in SJ Poly Tilt

Old, College Try
"Butt Narra Win’
For 22 Schools
6

NEW YORK, Nov. 3 (UP) If
it ,is true that "It matters not
SPARTAN DAILY
whether you won or lost but how
Friday, November 4, 1949
you played the game" then the 22
winless wonders of college football shouldn’t feel too badly today.
For they have naught. but consolation that they at least gave it
a good try. They’re the teams who
;have, isiored neither a victory nor
have -ffiesusged even to tie an opponent thus far during the 1949
gridiron campaign?
Of the 22, 10 are from the Mid.
west, seven from the East, two
from the West, two from the
Rockits and one from the South;
Most of them are little fellows
from hinterland schools.’

By TED BREEDEN
na
Flipper" Set to Toss One
Footbas will be flying like campaign.promises tonight when San "Aheim

Jose State and Cal Poly tangle in their bid for the CCAA football
crown. The heavenly attack will be launched tonight at 8 at the Poly
stadium in San Luis Obispo.
Spartan Quarterback Gene Menges and the Mustangs’ quarter-

B.,hernes, are exVe
pected to put on a p.isming duel
that will put the Martin and McCoy feud to shame. Menges has
already run up a pass completion
recast of .531. He has passed for
a yardage gain of 789 yards and
for nine touchdowns, which will
By the time the San Jose Statestand the Spartans in good stead Cal Poly cross country meet is
comehit
the
as they attempt ta
completed tomorrow, Coach Walt
back trail.
Seeley will be fully qualified for
’ Cal Poly recently defeated a a job as coach of a swimming or
powerful Whittier college team, water polo team as well as the
19-0. This fact alone might mean cross country team. Already Coach
little, but when it is noted that Bealey is standing in a pool of his
Whittier played and defeated Oc- own salty tears bemoaning the
cidental, 54-0, a few weeks ago the situation at hand.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
fact strikes home. Up until their
Second and St. John Streets
Jim Lund, who has been int7
defeatat the hands of Whittier
Sunday, 11:00 amHoly Communion
the Occidental Tigers had run up proving by leaps and hounds, svlll
9:30 am.Church School
an unbeaten record of 13 games, definitely not compete when the
11:00 .m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
Sparthe
under
way
at
gets
race
7:30 p.m.Canterbury Club
that extended back through last
Thursday, 7:30 p.m., Social Period in Youth
season,. Occidental defeated Colo- tan stadium Saturday morning at
Cente,.
rado ABM, 21-20 in last year’s 10:30. Mu-awhile, co-captain Mara
bad
suffering
though
lon
Day,
Raisin Bowl game. No! Cal Poly
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
can not be rated a pushover by *leg cramp, has decided to try to
80 S. 5th St.
any opponent now or at any time run the 31/4 mile course.
during the season.
The Spartans will be definitely
Halfback Buddy Traina and Ta- handicapped, but Coach Bealey is
Service Subject
ckle Art Allen are now off the pinning a glimmer of hope on oth11:00 a.m."When Desire Finds Fulinjury list and will definitely see er members of the squad who have
action tonight against the Mus- shown improvement- Jim SimpFillment"
tanes. Halfback Mary Johnson is son, Al Weber, Bob Weber, NorYouth Fellowp.m.Christian
7:00
detinPely out of tonight’s game. man Bottelo.
ship for college students.
GENE MENGES, the "Anaheim
but he’s being primed for the big
flipper", drew praise for his
St. Mary’s contest.
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
work In the COP debacle. MenStarting lineup for the Spartans tonight %vitt be::
ges kept his poise to the last,
CHURCH
Ends: Billy Wilson and Junior
and his long heave to "Little
with
Rev. Stephen Peabody, Pastor
Cement" was responsible for the
Morgln.
Third & San Antonio Streets
Spartans’ only touchdo.wn. This
Tackles: Jack Faulk and Harley
School & Worship. I I :00 a.m.
Church
pow.
5
ft.,
91h
in.,
165
lb.
junior
has
eletSpartan
year’s
this
on
fullback
SILVA.
FRED
DISANDAT:
II completion average of .531. College Age Group:
cilaraa: Vico Rondietti and Dick en, has entered the coming 131h Annual Novice Boxing Tournament
United Student Fellowship
Hariting.
, He has thrown 98 passes for 52
and will box in the 19041). division for the Kappa Alphas. .
Marian Metcalf, President
completions
Center: Rob (’helm.
and
9
TD’s
and
has
SENSF:NBAUGH N% ill box for \VES MATHEWS’ Th.-la Chi team in ’ been responsible for 789 yards
Prof and Mrs. Edgar Willis,
Quarterback: Cene Menges.
Counselors
the 145 weight division. PF:n.: 1’RANUSICII, .175 -pounder for DEE by air, more than twice the
Fullback: Fred Silva.
Meets each Sunday evening from 7:30
Halfbacks:: Harry Russell and PC/R.1’MA eduid gotou$ and do ’tat only one Wee. Spartan has heel) yardage that any other Sparto 8:30 in the Church lounge.
’Notice
the
cbach
of
theVinning
’vinyl
of
able tc; tic; ’be ’a -three-lime
tan, passer or runner.
Ai Cementina.
program including worship,
varied
A
A former prep star at AnaTournament. flack in ’1917 Captain BILL BOLICH. 135-1b. Pacific
study, disculsion and recreation. People
heim
high
school,
trick.
Menges
was
this
honors,
turned
national
for
Coast champ and contender
of community prominence are invited to
Now all PETE hag to do is to whip up a team of pugilistic prowess all -conference In football, bas- , lead discussions. Recreational trips such
ketball, and baseball, and in as beach picnics, a visit to Stanford
and come out this year and win this honor. Simple, isn’t it? And
1944 was llelms ’Player of the Chapel Organ Recital, and social evedid you know that the present heavy eight for DEE, Student Body Year."
During the war, Gene nings in members’ homes are planned.
tournament
Novice
the
started
out
in
President DON _SCHAEFFER,
served as a quartermaster in Dr. Bertha Mason will speak this Sunday
During the past week the Spar- and was promptly set back a notch by PETE I tENEVI, former catcher
3vening on "Making the Most of Your
the Navy.
College Friendships."
tan yearlings football team has from last year’s CCAA champ baseball team. Also in that same year,
been diligently working on pass were Spartan ringmen. MIKE RIVF:RA. DAVE GRAY, FRED MANFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
defense in preparation for an up- GINI, and VINCE SEMPRONIO. PETE FRANUSICH decisioned
set of the highly favored Cal Poly
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
VINCE in the first night of the tournament. And speaking of this
Colts with whom they clash toSecond and San Antonio Streets
STARTS NOV. 10
morrow night at San Luis Obispo. tournament, DEE has announced there are more boys wanting to box
The Celts attribute’ mueb Of than there aresponsors to get behind these boys. Anyone wanting to
Times of Worship
their success to passing, as was sponsor or manage a team, better get on the ball and round up a
Sunday.
11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
evidenced in their 49-14 trounc- gang of these boxing aspirants. Coffee is still a dime at the COOP,
9:30 a.m., Bible School
ing of Fresno State frosh last and not getting any better either. And a ’happy birthday" one day
High Collegiate Dept.
week. The Spartans are directly late- to T. L. HILL, Athletic News Director. If this don’t bring out
and Classes for All Ages
oppoeite for they have lost their a grade, what else can-I do? The Autumn intiemural baskeball league
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. Prayer Meeting
last two games as a direct result is in full swing with BOB HAGEN’S MURDEROUS MARAUDERS
College Age Group:
of poor pass defense.
and MEL STEIN’S GARDEN CITY A C looking like they might go
"Senior B. Y." 6:15 Sunday evenings.
RE -MODELED
The Spartans were all over the
The group has wide awake meetings
field in their Initial game of the all the way. Weighty. WOODY LINN, he of the famed kicking toe
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
each Sunday night. Outside speakers
season as they intercepted or for the Spartans, claitps 16 be the LeBARON of the buketball court
are brought in from time to time. A
and.
knocked down every long pass with his fakes and double spins. He don’t need to fake--you can’t get
variety of social activities is scheduled
PASTRY DEPT.
throughout the school year. One Sun.
thrown by Lassen j.C., hut since around him anyway. Basketball Coach WALT McPHERSON has the
CYpress 3-4656
’day a month the group goes to the
then they have apparently suffer- blues. Not the ordinary kind of "crying towel" blues of lack of maOdd Fellows Home to hold services.
ed a relapse as they let the USF terial for this year’s team but that of not being able to use more
Corner vine and San Fernando
The group also sponsors other activities
and Stanford frosh take, the aer- than five men on the team at any. one time. He’s got more talent
as .th need arises.
ial route to victory.
playing behind the first five than most schools have out for the sport.
Reports from the frosh coachGone from last year’s champs is the forementioned,HAGEN. BOB lei!
Excellent Food
ing .staff indicate a shuffle in Saturday night’s starting line-up. Se- the team through graduation but captained the ’team last year right
Quiet Service
veral of the starters
past games through the CCAA and on to the NAIR Tournament in Kansas City,
Conctenial Atmosphere
have let down and others have Missouri. The team defeated Lawrence Tech of Detroit in the opening
been motivated to improve and round, but lost .to a high -scoring Eastern Illinois State team trotn
move into starting berths.
Charleston in the second round.

Bealey Weeping,
But S.1 Harriers
Still Favored

CHURCH
s’ DIRECTORY

Wading In

Wade Wilson

SJ Frosh Fear
CP Air Force
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FRENCH BAKERY
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College of the Pacific is the
highest scoring grid aggregation
in the country, having scored 322
points in rolling Over 7 opponents:,
Larry Sienrering is the head football. coach.
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PICTURES NOW!
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The Hollywood Studio
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"Ain’t What She Usta Be?"

"Down Santa Clara St. to Grandma’s House ..."

SPARTAN DAILY
Friday, November 4, 1949
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Two Quarterbacks!
‘Wha Happon’?

Little Red" Eaten Up
By Water Poloists, 12-1
By GEORGE McDONALD
UNIVERSITY,
CLARA
SANTA
Nov. 3San Jose State began a
small-sport supremacy over its "Little Red" neighbors tonight, as
tile Spartan water polo team swam past and all over the Broncos, 12-1.
The experienced Spartans, in much better shape than was Santa
Clara, romped to their second victory in a row and third of the year.

Comin’ Through!

I

THE 01:0 GREY MARC’
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AN ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHER

Non -Swimmer? Here’s Chance
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By "Landlubber" McDonald
Elementary Swimming.
"2A.
Restricted to those who can not
swim and those who fail to pass
the swimming test."
Coach Tom Cureton has 25 or
30 such land-hounds In his 1:30
M-W class. He is forcing these
unlucky boys to learn to swim
and dive and enjoy water.
They wear tight-fitting gray
caps, gray trunks, and gray drawstrings that cause more tardiness
than late Sunday night beers. They
try to hide behind corners, under
benches, or by lying flat in the
shallow water. But they don’t succeed.
Gangsters Sneak In
about eight
Every quarter,
young hoodlums sneak in the class
by playing dead during the swimThroughout the 12
ming test.
weeks, they make it hard for the
actual earth -worms by backstroking and flipping all over the place.
They laugh at the beginners who
pend 40 minutes quenching their
thirst and reddening their stomachs. They’re big fish in a small
pool.
"Madman Tommy" stands by
the plank in sneakers and shorts.
He direCts the mass torture.
Cureton’s glossy crew is made to
go through all sorts of antics.
Members stub their toes, mat
their hair, fall on their backs.
and all -in-all have a pretty good

workout.
"Give Tumble," Sez Tom
"Each one of these boys," warns
the instructor, "can learn this
art of diving, if he will only give
it a tumble."
Finally, after the tears of the
beginners and the jeers of the
hoodlums have passed, the boys
are left alone to work on their
drawstrings.
An hour later, the pit becomes
an aquarium as members of the
water polo team bump heads, pull
off suits, and squirm over and
under the water in an attempt to
drown each other.
In this place, nobody’s normal.

HAIRCUTS 1.00
HUMIDOR
BARBER SHOP

339 South First Street
Across the street from Sears)

5fl41 CAME CAN WAIT..
VVE COT CANDY FROM
Ima NEW ogertiewes!

cl,ffornt candilts with
th

frnout

stndrd

of

O’Brin
qulity!

LS.

Ownsd and operated by the
O’Briett family settee 1868.

.41/1110111111111RIIIMIXDarmootoot-

KANSAS CITY, MO., Nov. 3.
(UP) Kansas University planned
today to. use two quarterbacks on
offense against Nebraska Saturday, having discovered one just
isn’t enough.
In most , cases, two quarterbacks in the same offensive backfield would produce more wrong
numbers than a rural telephone
operator. But for Kansas the system has been working fine.
Coach Jules V. Sikes, whose
Jayhawks were miserable in losing three of their first four starts,
has even begun to smile again,
thanks to the forward passing of’
Jerry Bogue and _Dick Gilman.
Neither is a great passer, and
neither is All -America timber at
quarterback.
But together Bogue and Gilman
have thrown enough successful
passes to needle Kansas into new
life.

The

HUMIDOR
Magazines
Pipes
Cigarettes
339 South First Street

HARD TOP RACES!
BIG FRED SILVA, a rough
and tough fullback, will see plento of action against Cal Poly’s
Mustangs tonight in San Luis
Obispo when the Spartans meet
their second CCAA opponent.
Silva is a large boy, 192 pounds,
a good runner, and excellent
line backer.

SJS Meets Poly
Playing its second game in as
many days, the San Jose State
college varsity water polo team
will go south with the football
team today to take on Cal Poly in
San Luis Obispo.
The Spartans enter the pool
against the Mustangs At 4:30 this
afternoon.

They put on a show for the Bronco
swimmers by depending on individual shooting.
Coach Charley Walker started
his first string; Ilibner, Biery,
Hanssen, Garrett, Haines, Keeler,
and Grass. When he realized that
the game was a mismatch, he substituted freely..
Leading scorers Haines and
Keeler spent most of their time
in the second half on the bench.
But they tossed in four and three
goals, respectively, to lead the
Spartans in scoring. Hanssen 12),
Biery (1), Millovich (1), and Lebedeff (1)also scored during the
rout.
Water polo is more or less taken
as a joke at Santa Clara. The
coach had not held a practice for
over a week, simply because his
players would not come out. The
Broncos exhibited poor passing
and hall -handling. They were not
in shape. The goalie was so tired
near the end that he couldn’t block
a fluke over-the head lob shot
thrown by San Jose Captain Fred
Hanssen.
The preliminary game was just
as bad. State frosts slaughtered the
Bronco JV’s, 12-1.

KOITO

Eturo

7

This Sunday - 2:15
Your favorite auto sport
returns by popular demand!

SAN JOSE
SPEEDWAY
Tully Road nar Hillvifsw Golf Course

Students! Large Enrollment
Means Study or You’re Out

More :Opportunities, Pay
For Women Ti-E Majors
By JOYCE CALL
Today’s woman physical education major is no longer the backslaping, bone-crushing handshaker
of a decade ago, according to Dr.
Irene Palmer, head of San Jose
State college’s women’s P.E. department.
"You Can’t ’type’ a P.E. major
any longer,’ Dr. Palmer said.
"They are average girls."
San Jose State college has
placed a woman P.E. graduate in
a school in every county in Cali-

Deadline Nears
For Magazine
Cartoon Contest
"Entrants in the Lycurgus cartoon contest must have their drawings in by Morklay," Scott Hubbard, Lyke promotion manager,
said yesterday. The Lyke cartoon
contest closes Nov. 7.
Contest rules are:
1 All ASB members, with the
exception of campus publications
are eligible.
2. Cartoons must be in black,
india ink, on white illustration
board, or smooth, heavy paper, size
6 by 9.
3. All work becomes the properly of Lyke.
4. A prize of $5 will be awarded
the winning entry.
5. Cartoons will be judged for
humor, originality and relationship to college life.
6. The winning cartoon will be
published in the December issue of
Lyke.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE
USED WIRE RECORDER: Bargain. Phone CY 2-4844.
ONE RING: 18-karat white
gold, engagement. 1-3 karat center
stone, two smaller side stones.
Save luxury tax plus more. Leave
note "G" box to D. I. Gilbert.
FOUR-DOOR SEDA N: 1996,
overhauled. Will trade, $895. CY
2-4137. 233 N. Seventh.
G 0 L D LACQUERED SAXOPHONE: E flat, like new, all rebuilt. Will sacrifice. Leave note
in coop box "R" for Russo. _
LA SALLE: AO body, excellent
shape. Radio, heater, spotlight.
Will sell equity. Call CY 4-2135.
PLYMOUTH: 1937 Tudor. Good
1938 Dodge engine, body rough,
$68. CY 2-7159 after 6:00.
PONTIAC: 1932, 43,000 .miles.
$75. 699 S. Ninth street after 9:00.
FOR RENT
ROOM: For one college girl,
kitchen and laundry privileges.
Private bath. 598 S. 15th street.
ROOM AND BOARD: College
girls, 31/2 blocks from campus.
Phone CY 3-9774.
MEN’S HOME: Singles $25,
doubles $20, cooking privileges.
Large community living room.
CY 4-6890.
ROOMS: With kitchen privileges for four college girl*. New
and modern, 544 S. 7th street.
Very reasonable.
MISCELLANEOUS
LOST: Chi Omega sorority pin,
Spartan Spear pin. Please return
435 S. 6th or phone CY 3-9865.
fret) pin. Please
. LOST: .
retyrn to 200 N. 13th, or phone
CY 5-9993, Reward., Ron King.
DE !LhY BALI.: Saturday,
Nov. 26, Redwood City Masonic
Temple. $1.50 per couple, semiformal. Leave note in coop box
"L" for Lundin.
TER14111PERS: Typed promptly, efficiently. CY 5-6348.
TYPING SERVICE: Term papers,book reports, letters, stencils
cut and Edmeagraphed. lOurs 8
to 12 A.M. Tuesday and ’Thursday, 12 to 6 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday. Reasonable rates.
Ethel,’ CY 5-2594.
DOCrirl3E: A party pooper
come to the Rat Raoe tomorrow
night.

fornia, From 1945 tu-19413: some
68 women wefe ’gradUared ’from
this campus’s P.E. department.
Last year, 35-11:19re ,were gradu.
ated.
Paittler-eleires that everyone was placed in a job after her
graduation. Ifht P.R. department
boasts a 100% record in securing
job placements:
Dr. Palmer, "wThci has been head
of the women’s P.E. department.
since 1937, fears that employment
possibilities in secondary schools
will be slack for the next four
years, "It will be several years
before more secondary teachers
will be in demand since the recent western influx of population
is being felt only in the primary
schools at the present time," Dr.
Palmer explained.
More Pacific Coast Jobs
Every P.E. major plans to teach
in secondary, elementary or junior
college schools.
San Jose State college boasts a
total of 150 women P.E. majors.
Fifty women major in recreation
to receive training for future jobs
as Camp Fire counselors. YWCA
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"It isn’t exactly the way we
Would like to do it," be confirmed,
"but we have little choice in the
matter. We recommend, therefore, that now is the time for
students to consider whether they
are butting forth the necessary
amount of effort to make. satisfactory. grades."
Dean West pointed out that
blue cards are coming out soon.
De said that if a student gets one
or more blue cards, It 14 a good
Idea -for him to consider it a
pretty definite warning of what
may happen at the end of the
quarter.
"The Personnel office plans to
include some suggestions with the
blue cards," be concluded, "and
students are urged to rettcl these
suggestions carefully and carry
them out instifar as they apply
to the individual case."
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Students at an Jose State college are either going to have to
do satisfactory work or look elsewhere for a college to attend, according to Dean Joe H. West,
secretary of the Deans’ committee.
Dean West said that the necesShy of reducing the State college
enrollment to 6000 students will
undoubtedly have some effect on
the Personnel comniittee when ;t
considers e a nd ida te Ell for disqualification at the end of the quarter.
Each Case Considered
"Heretofore the committee has
tried to go entirely through the
merits of each case," he explained,
"and as a result many students
were continued on ’each quarter
who actually had fallen within the
disqualification rules.
"Last December, for example,
there were slightly more than 100
students who were continued on
for the %inter quarter because
their deficiencies were slight, or
because of extenuating circumstances, even though they fell
technically within the disqualification rules,’
Dean West said that this year
the -committee realizes that of’
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leaders and community recreation
center leaders.
Physical education and recreation jobs pay between $2700 to
$3200 for the first’ year, deperiding on the location of the job.
Jobs af the present time are more
plentiful on the Pacific coast.
The State of California requires
a minimum wage of $2400 for
physical ,education instructors.
Requirements in P.E. Course
The teacher-training P.E. student has courses in general teaching and other BA requirements.
Physical education classes include the following: introduction
to P.E.. major activities, camp
leadership, social recreation, major sports, principles of P.E., introduction to the dance, applied
anatomy, technique of teaching
rhythmic actio n, technique of
teaching gymnastics and administration of physical education.

_ Altittfic.,$ , \ 7 , ..... tz. . . . ,. ., .

’ necessity, some of the reduction
In enrollment must come about, as
the result of more strict interpretation of the disqualification rules
at the end of the quarter.
More Effort Needed?

By LA VERNE E. POTTS

149 South First
San Jose
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